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June Graduation To Be Held
On Pace University Roof
'·0,1 the roof its peaceful as can be
and all the u:orld below ca11't bother me.
Up on the roof"
from Up On tlze Roof
The D,.frtrs, 1963

Taking, a cue from the 1963 Drifters'
million seller "Up On the Roof," New York
Law School's Class of 1973 will climb to the
roof of Pace University to receive their J.D.
degrees.
TentatiYe plans have the graduation
scheduled for the afternoon of Sunday, June
10th and weather permitting it will be held
on the roof of the new Pace University
building with City Hall and the Brooklyn

Aerial ,•iew of Pace University roof.
To be used for graduation exercises

Volume IV -

Numbei· 5

~184

Bridge as backdrops. Pace University holds
its commencement exercises in the same
surroundings the week before.
Speakers and honorary degree recipients
haYe not been named yet. The Board o:il
Trustees will be meeting in April to finalize plans and select Honorary degree recipients. Anyone afraid of heights should
contact Dean Rafalko immediately. In case
of inclement weather the ceremonies will bq
held inside.
Anyone not wishing to attend the graduation ceremonies must contact the Dean's office as soon as possible. Degrees will be
mailed to uhose graduates not in attendance
after the ceremonies.

Copyright, EQUITAS, JS'ew York Law School, February, 1973
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Dean Reviews Accomplishments; Pace Becomes University;
No Change In Affiliation
Clinical Education Praised
By RICHARD C. E".\TIX
P our yenr.• ago, Dr. ll'alte,· .L
R afalko took 011 ti" cl11tics of tltc
Dcall of NEJl' YORK LAW
SCHOOi.,. , 1t that time in an ex•
cl11sit-e EQUIT.tlS Inten'ie11•,
Deem Rafalko discussed his aims
and expectations jor the Law College. Note, four years later, that
first ittten:ic1i; is revisited, ancl
th e Dean comments on exactly
t<•ltat's been accomplished to date
since his arrfral here, a11d 1t•l1ctt
h is hopes are for the future.
FOUR YEARS AGO: Dean
Rafalko believes that a closer
interaction among s tudents and
faculty, and dean and administration is necessary in a school of
our size. The dean of the law
college should not be aloof 01· inaccessible to students.
TODAY: "Our school is small
enough for personal contact."
The Dean, since his arrival at
New York Lnw School, has implemented several committees to
bring about a closer interaction.
One committee, the Faculty-Student-Alumni Committee, is composed of tlll'ee faculty members,
one Alumnus and three students.
The Dean feels that this committee is the primary yehicle in establishing better rapport between
the students, faculty and alumni.
Today we also have seven other
committees within the school
which deal with various aspects
of academk and student affairs.
According to the Dt>an, students
with problems or questions needing clarification can go directly
to the various committee heads.
Also inti·oduced wa11 the Dean's
Open Door Policy. Any student
can go into bis office at anytime
to discuss anything, person.al or
scholastic without having to procure an appointment or go
through red tape.
"He (the Dean) urge!! student-<
to freely oTfer any 11uggestion
that they feel would be beneficial to the school. Student idea11

will be considered and used to de.
velop progress and policies reprc.
sentati\c of the entire school.''
"I feel the same about this todar as I did four years ago. However, problems will arise when a
student receives a negath·e response to his suggestion, if the
suggestion isn't feasible." According to the Dean, :students also
have other avenues of approach
with which to make viable suggestioni::. He stre~sed the importance of the SBA as well as
EQUITAS as being proper forums
for any possible student suggestions.
" . . . 'Whatever programs will
impro\·e the school in the academic and ieneral community will
be the special interest of the dean
at this point of his tenure."
In order to implement this goal
Dean Rafalko pointed out that
"we've started to bring in more
Clinical Legal Education programs, including the Judicial Assistance Dureau which was worked out- between myself and Judge
Mazur of the New Y-0rk Criminal
Court. There also exist programs
for the evening students in the
District Attorney's Office as
legal as11istants." The Dean then
explained that arrangements were
made for a Legislative Assistance Bureau, and an Administrative Assistance Bureau, but the,-:;e
remained virtualy on the drawing
board because of a lack of student interest. The Dean pointed
out that an important program
implemented by the Law College
has been the Elective Program.
"Prior to 1969 there were no
electives given at the Law College."
". . . The officers of the Studen Bar s hould represent the
"pulse b('at" of the !ltudents. It
~hould communicate student problems and thoughts to the administration.
Dean Rafalko feels that the
SDA has made significant con-

By ROX GOLDFARB
Pace College is now Pace University. New York Law School
has been affiliated with Pace
since 1968. The affiliation is a
loose one, which permits each
school to retain its own identity,
its degree granting powers, and
its own Board of Trustees. The
change became effective March
23, 1973.

tributions in terms of suggestions
fo1· the school. "Due to the efforts of the Student Bar we have
more study and vacation time
during the school year. The SBA
(Continued on Page 3)

I spoke with Dr. Edward J.
Mortola, President of Pace about
the possibility of changes affect•
ing X.Y.L.S. because of the university status. Dr. Mortola granted an interview despite the fact
that I just showed up at his office and he was pressed to get
to Pace's Westchester campus.
He stated that he did not forsee

Professor Soubbotitch Dies;
International Law Expert
slav Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and later was a permanent delegate to the League of Nations
and envoy and minister in London.
Dr. Soubbotitch negotiated a
treaty between Italy and Yugoslavia, signed in 1937 in Belgrade.
He came here in 1941 as a
Yugoslav 1·epresentative to the
Dr. Soubbotitch was born in American Red Cross and later
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and stud- graduated from the Columbia
ied there, in Vienna and at the Law School.
Dr. Soubbotiteh had been vice
University of Lausanne, Switzerland, where he received his president of the American International Law Association and
Doctor of Laws degree.
Consular Law Association. He was
He took part in the Balkan named an honorary lecturer in inwars and fought against Turkey ternational public law at the Uniand Bulgaria in 1912-13 and versity of Belgrade and held
against
Austria-Hungary
in Serbian, Yugoslav and other decWorld Wai• I. He had served as orations.
a cavalry officer and was decorSurnving are his widow, Dr.
ated for bra't"ery.
Anlta Soubbotitch, and two stepAfter finishing his studies at daughters, Mrs. Katarina Perie
Lausanne, he entered the Yugo- and Mrs. Ruzica Pereplotehikov.
Dr. Ivan Soubbotitch; a professor at the New York Law School
who had long been with the law
firm of Couder Brothers, died
March 23, 1973 of a heart attack
in Lenox Hill Hospital. He was
79 years old and lived at 1045
Park Avenue. Professor Soubbotitch was teaching International
Law this semester as an elective.

any immediate changes. However,
the affiliation agreement is to be
i-eviewcd in about a year a11d he
hoped that the two institutions
would b, •come closer.
PERSONAL OPINIONS
Dr. Mortola stressed that all
his comments 1•eflected his per..
sonal opinions and any changes
would have to be approved by the
Boards of Trustees.
Pace in planning to build a
skyscraper near its present loca•
tion in the late 1970's. Dr. Mor•
tola saw no reason why N.Y.L.S.
could not share that facility although thern would have to b(f
separate library facilities as re•
quired by the American Bas As•
sociation.
CHANGE SCHOOL NAME?
Another point of discussioQ
was our school's name. Dr. Mortola thought that there was no
reason to substantility change i~
although it is possible that i1:
would be referred to as The New
York Law School of Pace Uni..
versity after the affiliation
agreement is reviewed.
Currently, all of Pace's facill•
ties are available to N.Y.L.S. students and it would be possible for
us to utilize Pace's compute,
facilities for administrative pur•
poses.
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Anthony DiFalco, NYLS A lumnus, Runs
For President Of N. Y. City Council
.Authony G. DiFalco is presently 11 State Assemblyman f l'Ont
tl•e l<ttt•er East Side. Born in
193,<?, lte grad11ated N.Y.LS. i1•
19l;J. For the lffst te1i ywrs of his
life he has been in1•0IL•ed in pl(blic service - five as Cou,iscl to
the Jlinority and Majo1·ity Leader oj tl,c Staie of ~•cw York and
t he last .fhic as a , e1,1bc;- of the
As/,$;;111bl11 of tke Sta.tc of l\'ew
YQl"k. Asse1,1l,/y,11an DiFalco is
110w scekiug election to the office
of the Presidr,nt of the City Coimcif. New York County Sun-ogatc
Sain DiFnlco is the candidate's
father.

What does the job of CHy
Council P r esident entail? Why
ari! you Ute man t-0 do it'!
The President of U1e City Council ptesides over the City Lrgis]at11re, or the City Council. He
is the liJader of that l,ody. Unlike
ma11y other past incumbents, I
feel the office is definitely not a
cer~monial one. He has foul.' votes,
the same numh;;,r of votes as
the lfayor and the Controller
on the Board of E,,timate, which
actually determir,es some of the
most important aspects of city
life: voting on budg!!ts, voting on
zoning. voting on a myriad of
other mal.ters. He is an ex-officio member 0£ each city council
co111mittee. He has a little k"Tlown
tight, the 1·ight to come to the
floor of the council and speak up
on the issues. He can also introduce legislation.
The role of the President of
t he City Council, as I see it, is
that lie has to ba indc}Jendent in
hls thoughts and voice. He should
i nitiate legislation and offer conshucti\'e c1·iticism on legislation
initiate<l lw others. I'm a great
believer ill the office of President
of the City Council and I pledge
to do this. I'll give my four votes
aft,:,r discussing it with Councilmen, so that any matters affecting a local Councilman's neighborhood when it comes before the
Boa1·d of Estimate fo1· approval.
will be four votes which I'm
pledging to the neighborhoods
through the Council.men, because
Councilmen do not sit on the
Boai·d of Estimates.

..K-0w why me? I pointed out, I
spent the last ten years of my
Jife in public sel'\"ice. The first
five as Counsel to the Senate
l\llinority and Majority Leader
whe1·e I gained vast experience
in drafting legislation in working with the Senate side in Alba:ny and seeing myriads of corr espondence and programs and
platforms. Programs start off
with some basic suggestions and
you see them e,·olve.
.The last ffre years I spent as
an elected member of the New
York State Assembly from Manhattan. In the Assembly I served
011. a spec.-iffr: committee on l1ousing. I served on the Committee
on Higher Education, the Joint
Legislath·e Committee, and a
special sub-committee to study
financial affaird of City University. I served on the Committee of Transportation, the Speeinl Committees on the select
p robems of the aging, and crime
and safety the streets. I am tlle
r anking Democratic member on
tne Committee on the Affairs of
the City of New York.
Now, I have never seen
a President of the Council
ever come to Albany in those
t en years to advocate on behalf of city legislation. Not only

that, but they never wrote a letter in its behalf. Remembe;_•
in order for us to let a eity
bill out, \Ye have to get what
you call a home message. The
City Council has to approve the
lnll 1,efore we Jet it out of
Albany. l'(e don't want to step
on thu t,J!'S of the cities. if the
cities dl)J1't \Vant this piece of
lcgisfotion. ~o a working relationship and continuity of servkes
and knowledge aml conceru with
local affairs and local go,·ernment

I think is Yer~-, YelT important
as far as this office goes.
This mayol'al election is marked
h~ many men i,eeking that office.
"-ho. if anyone, d•• you suppoxt?
rm not supporting any candidate in the primary :Cot· the office
of Mayor .for the City of Kew
York. I like Illy options open as
eYer:mrie else. I think that lhe
public will de<'ide and '1-.-nock out
whom€,•er they do not want.
Dut I will support the Democrati<!
nominee.
What do you think of -:,-our fellow :'-i.Y.L.S. alumnus. Mario Biat?:rn running as mayor?

I know Modo. I think he did•
good job in Cong,"'- He ,ep,osented his constit,uency and any
mau is entitled to seek higher
office. If one feels lte is qualified
and can do the job and be sincere about it, I think any man is
entitled to seek that position.
What exactly about public service attracted you do it?
The fact that you have a say and
that you can do something for
the people in the city in which
you live. You know I came from

I think NY is probably one of
the most e.--rciting, vibrant, attractive cities in the world. I've
been to Europe many times. We
haYe two European law offices
where I worked for a while. But
a New Yorker can never be spoiled. While it's nice to travel, l\'i"
is one of the greatest places to
liYe no matter what borough it
may be. The fact that a lot of
criticism is levelled at NY is unfab.·. Remember that NYC is almost as lai-ge as over ½ of the
country of France. When you
have a multitude of people, espeLong Beach New York City
cially in an u1·ban area, you have Manager James Nagourney 1·e•
a myriad of problems. There will cently announced the appointment
always be different opinions just of Vincent A. Pirrone, as Acting
as we in this 1·oom think dif- City Judge. l\1r, Pirrone is a 1964
ferently. The smaller the town, graduate of Xew York Law
the smaller the problems.
School.
Are you in favor of changing
N agourney said Pirrone's ap•
t he ~YC charter to 1·eturu l)ower pointment was "in keeping witli
to Ute borough presidents?
om· policy of selecting people on
Yes absolutely. I think govern- the basis of ability not registrament by its cenhalization has to tion."
Pirrone bas had a private law
undo what the super agencies
have done. It is the personal practice in Long neach since 1966.
whim of the mayor in deciding He is a graduate of St. John's
how effectively he can deliver College and New York Law
se1·Yices. Dut there are a lot of School. He is a past president of
of services and the Borough the Holy N rune Society of St. Igcommuuit.y affairs ancl went on President knows m ore about natius l\Iartyr Church, past pres•
from there to legislation. You al- his borough than the Major ident of the Dante League, an
ways h'y to seek an office where does. It's just a fact. I l'Tlow officer of the Elks and the
you are more effecti\~e and I think more a b o 11 t my particular Knights of Colwubus, a director
I can l>e effective as Ci~y Coun- district than some f e 11 o w of the L.B. Lawyers Association,
cil President. And rm looking in the Bronx knows. An example a member of the associate board
forwa1:d to the challenge of the is the Dept. of Highways and of directo1·s of the L.B. Memorial
job. I know l'm Yerr well pre- Maintenance. This used to be ad- Hospital, and in 1971-72 he was
pared; I'm experienced and ministered by the Borough Pxes- L.B. fund d1·ive cl1airman for the
the background that I've bad idents. From the citizens I've Boy Scouts.
Pinone. 35, was formerly an
amply q,1alifies me for that oi- spoken to. t11at system used to be
better. The1·e was a speedier de- Atlantic Deach Village Trustee
:fice.
l1ost knowledgeable New York- livery of services. l think govern- and unsuccessfully opposed State
ers can only speak ill of tlie ment must be responsive to the Sen. Kru:en Burnstein in the Demcity's p1·escnt state ·of affairs. people that are living directly and ocratic Primary last summer. He
What do you see as Tight or good concerned wHh the problems of and his wife Catherine have a
s-ix year old daughter, Maria.
about ~'Y?
(Continued on Page 7)
the Lowe1' East side and my
father attainC'd success - he was
born in Europe and he serYecl the
City Council and was in the United States Attorney's Office. He
served on the Supreme Court and
now he is a Surrogate. Life
has been good to me. I worked
my way tbxough school as a laborer and I paid my own way. But
it has been good to me and I like
to return a lilt.le bit hack to the
community I started off in.
'fhat's how I got inte1·ested in

11

Vin Pirrone Named
long Beach Judge

NYLS Alumni Notes

Joseph M . Callahan, a former he retired from t11e Bench in 1955,
State Supreme Court Justice ancl he was named Moreland Act ComJustice of the Appellate Division, missioner by Governor Averell
Fh·st Department, died Jan. 16, Harriman, conducting the investi1973, at his home in Southamp- gation of tl1e Workmen's Comton, L. I., at the age of eighty- pensation La,v. His investigation
of three years led to the overhaul
seven.
Mr. Callahan was the father of the state's compensation sysof Judge Alfred J. Callahan of tem.
Civil Court, Bronx County. When
Mr. Callahan attended City College and :Xew York Law School
and was admitted to the Bai· in
1907. He was engaged in private
practice until 1914 when he was
elected to the State Assembly. In
his second year he succeeded Alfred E. Smith as Democratic mi-nority leader.
articles on employment disci·imiIn 1918 Mr. Callahan was namnation, man·ied women's names ed Bronx County Cle1·k. In 1920
and job-related benefits for wo- he was named Justice of the City
men.
Court. He was named to the SuThis issue may now be reordered preme Court in 1927 and to the
:from the Forum office for $5, Appellate Division in 1937.
postage included.

Law Forum Reprints
Women's Rights Issue
The New York Law Fo1·um's
Symposium on the legal rigllt&
of women, which includes Professor llieans' ulicle on abortion
Freedom has been reprinted to
fill numerous r equests for the issue.
The Symposium also includes

·---------------------------4
Gentlemen:
Please enter my name as a subscriber to the New York Law
Forum for
yea1·s, at $10.00 per year. Enclosed is my
check for $
• Issues should be mailed to the following
address (please be sure to include your proper zip code):

Name - - --·- - - - · - - - - -- - - ----- -- - - - -- - ---Address --------- -------------------------------City & State _ _ _ _ _ _
Bill me at ____ _
PLEASE NOTE: Foreiir,, subscriptions are $11.00 per year by surface
maU. If airmail ia de•ired, pt.,a.., remit $14.00 per yea.r. If a snbacriber
wish~• t<> dlaeontlnue the New York Law Forum at lhe expiration of hla
sul,scrl»Hon, ,iolice to lhat e!foct ahonld be &ent to the Busin,;ss F,dit,or;
otherwise, it is assumed that c:<>ntinuation ot the subscription ls des.ired,
Subscription arc n<>ecpted on a Volume baela, atartinQ' with the first wuc.

--------- ------ --------(•igned)

~

--

- - - - - ------------ - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

~

•

~

Former Justice Eugene L. B:risach of the State Cupreme Court
died March 12, 1973, at the United Presbiterian Residence in
Woodbury, L.I. His age was 89.
Mr. Brisach was 1·etired from
the bench for age in 1954 and
then served as an official and
special referee of the court until 1970. He had specialized in
cases involving city real estate
tax assessments and in condemnation proceedings.
A graduate of New York Law
School Mr. Brisach began practicing law in 1907. He was deputy

i

Attorney General for the State
Law Department from 1925 to
1932 and assistant corporation
counsel for the City Law Department from 1934 to 1947.
Also, P. Ben Kaufman class of
1926, died receutly.

Bulletin Board

VOLUNTEERS FOR BOOK
CO-OP NEEDED
The Student Bar Association
is ex'J)loring ways for our
school to become part of the
Book Co-op as reported in the
last issue of EQUITAS. What
is definitely needed is several
people willing to devote time
to the project. Without this
commitment, there can be no
Book Co-op. If rou are interested, give your name and
pJ1one number to your S.B.A.
t-epresenta tive.
ANY IDEAS ABOUT VENDING l\IACHINES?
The STUDENT FACILITIES C01\11t1I'l'TEE is attempting to get more or different vending machines for
the us e of the students. Students having preferences or
ideas for either new facilities
or improvement of those currently available should contact
their SBA rep1·esentative or
Michael Weisberg ( 1st year
day seat 86),

EQUITAS

Thursday, April 12, 1973

SBA PRESIDENT

[

Just The law Please

J

- - - - - - - - - - By LORIN DUCKMAN
A TI too o t~ll it 1:- too easily
forgotten tlla~ a littJP hit o' law
is a little l,:t oi .,:elf.• " much as
we try to s,!} we only ·heck in
for attendanc,.', the ::;chc<>l's affect
on us is nestii:1;; h; ,\·a~· into our
lav,ye1·hood. Just the law please
just the law.
Not much can he <low• about
the fi,·st year. The system is
taught by cases. Soon, mayhe
without not ;,e, it happens. It
doesn't define itself, e:.q1ose itself
or reduce it~elf to fo1mu,a. Then
the cases come on ;rnd on and on
- Pndlessly. Some sections have
twelve cases fo1• one rule of law.
In the last semester the final
tools are given. Motions to rehear
become statute numbers as opposed to incidental judicial history thrown into Gideon v. Wainwright.
Sometime I feel WP are part of
an e.:..."J)erimental program to test
the case method. Isn't it time
someone realized that bar results
do not lie. Law must be taught
conreptually and experfontially.
The most you can safely feel
free to ask for is a better education (a wider selection of courses
is only a part of this). No one
would ever be called to tlle Dean's
office to explain che overpower•
ing of a prof<>ssor thro1;1~h the
use of welJ tl1 ought out question;:.
It is the onlv rde not set 011t in
the handbook
TI1e time has come to a11swer
some of the q11estions l posed
on(·e befoi-e. These are some of
the answers I rec('ived . . . mo1·e
relevant electives'! You don't
fakC' the 0111> • you han• .•. Comi'ortabJ,, places to study? 'I his is
a commuter school. you don't
need a comforta!JJ,. 1llace to
study. , . . Better cl"ssrooms so
everyon~ e:rn he~r? Nobod:· wants
to go to class and you want hetter dassr<'lom . . . . Hono1· code?
DCl yo11 Imo\\", everyone would
cheat if tl,ere ,Yere no proctors
during exams. . . . Placement
counseling? Go talk to Sabatino.
He is your placement counselor.
. . . Students on faculty committees? What do students know
about running a law school?

The validity or JnvaHdity of the
answers is il'l·ele,·ant. These
thoughts do exist in the minds
of some of the people who run
the school. You, anomie, mu,;t,
take a common issue and push
fo1· change. It will not come politically through the SBA or student faculL}' alumni committee
unless you demand it. It will not
come from the professors unless
you eat up what they are serving and hunger for more. And it
will not come from the Dean wiless you have figured out a way
no one else has figured.
Be thankful that the school has
the ability to sign the ticket to
the bar exam. The legal world
beyond the gal'den masking our
entrance is vast. Find out what
it's like on your own. The school
will not do it fo1· you. The school
thinks those people who think
about change are liberal. Those
who think and talk al'e radical
liberals. Those who talk are
1-adicals. These who bomb, strike
01· throw rocks are extremists.
Talking about change wot1ld definitely be a 1·atlical change for
this place. It is up to everyone to
begin asserting their own personal needs. StJ:ik.ing is available
but then overcuts might be a
p1·oblem. Illegal acts are certainly
out because of Christian morality, and the character committee,
Open dialogue is the best available method. Use this press. It is
a valuable Yehicle.
At my college graduation (an
event l relished, this one I'm not
too sure about) Barbara Ward
gaYe the commencement addres11.
Sl1e leetured painlessly for a wbile
about the virtues of the system,
its reluctance to change, and its
c1·ippling vulnerabiliL;. to reason.
She closed with a "but you are
the future of lhe wo1·ld - its
yom· life" theme, smacked the leeLum a shot that resounded
thl'Ough convention hall like a
cannon, and said, "so givem
hell."
V.'hat can I say? We'll all make
something someday. We might
even care enough to come back
and help.

Professor Fogelson Joins Faculty;
Institutes Clinical Education
B:r .\HTHUU P. FISCH
Proiessor :Kathan B. Fogelson,
is )iew York Law l°'chool'< newest
p1·ofessor. He began this semester
teaching the third year course in
Creditor's Rights.
Professol' Fogelson is not, how.
ever, new to the law, teaching 01·
creditor's i-ights. A graduate of
:N'ew York UniYers·ty Law School,
he has been pl'aclicing Eankrnptc~, Law in ?-,iew York since 1925.
He is the moderator of the course
in Collection and Bankruptcy
given for practicing attorneys by
the New York Academy of 'fJ:ial
Lawyers of the N4>w York Trial
Lawyers Association. The Association has invited a11y students
who would like to attend, to do
so, at no charge. This yeru: the
course "ill be givr-n on May 9,
16. 23, and 30 at the .Academy
Center, 132 Xassau Street, 2d
floor, New York N .Y. 10038. The
hours are from 7 to 9:30 P.1\1.
Profossor Fogelson also has lectured on the subject of Bankrupt.
cy io1· the New York State lla1·
Assodation. He is the editor of
the Bankruptcy Lawyers Association Bulletin. a position which he
says gives him the OJ)portunity to
see, digest, edit., and selPct opinions for his classes from all of
the opinions submittr-d by the
bankruptcy jurl:res for publication in the Tiulle' in.
The subject of D:mkraptey is
one with which Pmfosi;or Fop:el,;on
feels every lnwyer s1;ould be acquainted.
His
1-n-ediction is
that evei·y studPnt in his firnt
year of practice will h" fa.cf'd
wi.th a bank...-u1>tcy prob1cm in
either 1·epresP11ti11g a bank,·upt or
a creditor in a har1lrruptcy proceeding. Bis prediction is based
on the fact that there '1',ere more
than 182.000 bankruptcy 11etitions
filed in 1 ()72. There h:.is hPen a
twofold increase in bankruptcy
petitions filed in th" last ten
years. and he fcPl;, that lhey will
continue to increase.

STUDE~TS APPOTXTED
TRU"-TEE:,;;
Pi-ofe.,;so~ Fogelson has instituted his own brand of "clinical

Dean Reviews Accomplishments
(Continu~d from Page 1)
has worked out very ,, ell, and I
hope it will continue to do so in
the future." The Dean then stated
that, "we've had excellent cooperation in lhe past, and I'm
c011fident that this cooperation
will continue."
" . • . There is no rea~on why
a school of our size should not
be able to place all of its gradoat ing seniors ..."
This s t a t e m e n t has been
somewhat modified since Dean
Rafalko made it foux years ago.
Although he would like to see
full placement he feels that today
it i:>n't feasihle. "Four yf>ars ago
the school had a senior graduat•
ing class of fifty students. Thi:1
year we will he graduating two
hundred and fifty."
The enrollment of the school
has more then doubled within
these past few years since Dean
Rafalko's arrival. However, this
problem, according to the Dean,
is heing handled. ''We did hire a
full time Placemrnt rnrector and
we will try to place all those
students "'e pos!>ihly can." It "'as
then poiuted cmt hy the Dean that
althoug-h l\lr. Sabatino, our Placement Director, was leaving the

employ of the school, his work
will be carried on by Professor
Bernard Eiber.
". . . The Dean also discussed
the school's participation in the
urban corps ... Ile felt that joining was a desirable step, but that
it involves matching funds by the
school, and that to pa1·ticip?.te at
the present time, would strain the
school's fiscal resources . . ."
Dean Rafalko explained that
after be came to "New York Law
School an ultimate ag1:eement
was consummated with the Office
of Economic Opportunity, making
it possible fol' us to receiYe OEO
funds. "This enables us to get
summer employment with different city agencies such as CA.LS
(Community Action Legal Services), the Co1-poration Council,
District Attorney's Office as well
as the Legal Aid Society." As to
the future of these programs the
Dean was somewhat skeptical,
pointing out that this year there
is a danger that Federal funds
will be withdrawn, thereby denying oul' students these opportunities.
Ultimately the Dean would like
to formulate programs where
the Evening Stndents would, on
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the Municipal level, engage in the
reseal'ch and drafting of local 01·dinances.
The Dean closed this interview
by e'll.-pressing the clesi1·e to have
the closer contact and ranport
with the students that his schedule now forbids. "l want more
opportunity to talk to the students on a one-to-one basis."

education." Through person.al
contacts with various referees in
bankruptcy he is arrmiging for
studl'.J>ts in his class to be appointed as "trustee in hunkruptcy" in no asset cases. The Hon.
Ed-ware.I J. Ryan, Refere" in
Ila11kruptcy iu lhe !'louthcrn District of Ne\,- York, has already
appointed six stuct,,nts :ls 'rn,;tees
in thr•sc casf;S. 111 th<' no ::u ,..,<;
r:'.!~,~ ;.n ·, dh·:<'t:.."ll hnu.k r •pt lists
t!iP. ,·n·di'o!s , ·h•ch '1€' ,•·ish~s discharzed by the proce('dhg-. He
also li:;ts h ·s ;1ssets o: v,ll ·rh
thel'e are usually Ye1•y l"ttle 01·
none. 1hr trustee·; dutv in thf!s"'
ca;ics is to determine whether the
diaclosure :s con-cct. Th:s i., don,,
by examination of the hank· u11f-,
his books, rccol'ds etc. It is r.ot
infrC>quent fo · the trns AP to u·scow•r a~s.,ts in tllr., "no a.~s,,t"
ca<:es. Professor Fogelson's fe 1imr i<: that this type of ,,...01kgives
the stud1>nt an im·aluable lesson
in how the bankruptcy pr0ceedinp; actually wo1·ks. It '-\'as difficul' to undel'Aand why out of a
cfai;s of JOO students in the dny
session only seven 01· 1>ight w ould
volunteer to pa1·ticipate in this
program.
.Another innoYation in connection with the practical aspf'cts of
the com·se is a proposal to organize a legal aid clinic for- cr,n,,um<>r
crediior!'=, and have it operate
under the superni::1on of the
scl1ool. The stutl,-.nts would act as
advii:ors to c-onsume1· credit 1·s in
pending bankmptcy cases. The
Brookings Institute report fr making a target of the need ior 1·epresentation on hel1alf of consumPl' ci-editors and <1ther i::mall
crPditors who are not org-a11ized.
These c1·edit.-.rs feel at a e-teat
d:sadvantage 'n a 1•efere,,·~ C'ou1·t
room, whr-re th y havP no r:-qierience or familiarity with th~ p1•00

Professor Eiber Appointed
Temporary Placement Head
Professor Bernard 11. Eiber has
been appointed tempora1·y head
of the placement office. He imlicated that the school is actively
looking for a permanent replacement for the position which w·as
created when Carl Sabitino left
last month.
A ~- Y.L.8. in·aduate and member of the Alumni Association,
Professor Eiher has been actively
soliciting the alumni to offer
availab1e positions to students
and graduates of the school. A
questi01maire has bePn sent to the
alumni requesting them to indic-

ate what jobs might he available.
He is al"o in the process 01 updating the list of jobs on the bul.
letin board in the student lountTe.
Office hours are: Tuesday
from 2:0o to 5:00 and 6:0n to
7 :30; W ednesda:,• from 3 :CO to
5:00 and 7:30 to 8::J() in l'Oom
208. Students who a-re unable to
make it during those hours ma,;
meet with Professor F.iher by aupointment. This may be done liy
making the appointment in person, or by leavinj?' a note indicating alternative duys and houl's.
ond a way for Professor Eiber to
get back to you.

ceedings. Approval of such a pl'Ogram by lhe scho,-1 and b;; rhe
bankruptcy judgrs would t ive
students wl10 tarticipatc in tlie
program invaluable exp<>1•i,-ncn in
the administration of consumers
bankruptcy cases.
GCTl{ST LECTURER
The Hon. Arthm· Votoruhto,
who presides over the Bankruptcy
Colll't in Providence, Rhode Island was a i;uest speaker in one
of. Prof. Fogelson·s classes t0 dis..
cuss summ::iry ju,·ii::diction. The
Professor's opinion ,v~s that tl1el·e
is no better way of lllaking sure
that the class unde1·stands this
critical aspf'ct of the Ilankrut)lcy
A<·t than to hear it from a judge
who presides over a Bankruptcy
Court,
A film entitled ''Anatomy of a
Dankruptcy Case" will be shown
to his classes pri01· to the end of
the senu,ster. This film which
was pl'oduced by the UnivE'rsity
of Califomia t.J:aces a volunta1·y
bankruptcy from tlie initial consultation right through the h'ial
of the disC'hat·ge of <i I' b ts.
At the trial a claim is !'ntel'ed
based on a false claim. All of the
actors in the iilm ar<> h wyel's
and the judJ{e in the film is a retereP. in bankrupt<'y.
In a short period of time Professor Fog<'lson bas introduced
many way:, of supplementing a
strais1ht "case-1>ook" method of
teaching. It is a change which
his students seem to find 1·<'freshirg. We w~Jcome him to Xew
York Law ~chool and wish him
long tenure.

Fraternity Holds
Dinner Dance
PHI D~LTA PIii's Ih•·iirbt
Inn has appointed Ft·anccs fhlten
and Ronul<l Goldfa,·b of the da.y
v•ssion and Harvey .Jackson aud
Robert Pe1·shes of the night session as pledg-emasters for the
Spring Semester. These pepole
are recent initiates and can v.-ell
explain the adYantag-es of membership in U1is organization. We
hope to receive many new members this Spring.
The following -people have been
selected a" Committ~e Chairmen:
Ron Goldfa1·b - Police Observers; VincC'nt Smyth and Victor
Weiss ~ Profrsi,or of the YE'ar;
Ken nrabie and Susau 'fucker Placement; Eugene Smith
Sp1·ing Initiation; FrancC's Salten
- Speaker s.
ThP annual dinner-dance will
be held at Pace College on May
5th. If you attended the fall initiation dance, you know ,,·hat a
good time was had by an. If you
did not, you should make eyery
e-£;01-t to attend this dinner-dal\Ce.
The food and drinks ru·e good,
the mood f11tite informal, and the
price is rig-ht!
Now for the bad news! The last
issue of Equitas had an a1'ticle in
it entitled "Culttn·al Neanderthals," written by the Presinent
of the S.Il.A. It is the opinion
of PHI DELTA PIII that it w<ts a.
honible article. I am not about
to debate any specific iuea p1'e~ented in tha.t article; l1owever,
I do not think it belonged where
it was. It should have heen a personal letter to Equitas. When the
President of the S.B.A. is an absolute negativist, or at least
sounds that way, what can anyone expect from the rest of the
student body?
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Institute Exam Critiques·
'The school's J,olicy is that it is up to the
indii·idual teacher if he wishes to have a
gi ru:ral critique of the exam. If a student
receives a11 ·p- and is still in the school, he
is rntitled to a critique. If the student receives
a 'D' or higher, it is completely up to the
faculty number's discretion as to whether he
u·ishes to show individual studeuts their papers.''
Dean JValter A. Rafalko

EQL'ITAS
.\,Ia,ch 7, 1973

Learning from one's mistakes is a painful experience, but it can be a valuable one.
It is for this reason that EQUITAS urges
the faculty members of New York Law
School to take advantage of the School's
polic~• in order to give to its students the
opportunity to learn from their mistakes.
All students, regardless of their grades,
should be permitted to inspect their exam
papers in the presence of their professors
anq have the advantage of "a general cri·
tique of the exam.''
Critique Aids S tudents
The problem of doing well in a law school
exam is a multi-faceted one. Two of the most
important facets, of coul'Se, are a thorough
knowledge of the course material and an understanding of the applicable plinciples of
law. But, as many New York Law School
students who have been the mentors and
shining lights of their study groups can tell
you sadly, knowledge isn't enough. These
students have watched fellow classmates to
whom they explained the applicable principles of law, who did one-tenth of the work
that the "mentors" did, who didn't even
read most of the cases, etc., etc., walk away
from an exam with a grade considerably
higher than that received by the now furious and puzzled "mentors."
Thus, a third facet of the problem of doing well jn exams is the technique involved
in setting down one's knowledge. For example, a student may use up time belaboring one issue and leave himself with insuf~
ficient time to cover othe1· equally important
issues. He mi~t w1·ite in a disorganized
fashion, or his conclusions might be so tentatively stated that they are unrecognizable
as conclusions. His reasoning might be correct, but under pressure of time he has
omitted to write down an essential fact.
A student should be able to inspect his
mistakes. He should have the opportunity
to receive constructive suggestions from his
professo1· as to how to avoid making such
mistakes in the future.
Critique Aids Morale
One reason for the low m01·ale of the student body is the inability of many students
to predict their own performances on exams.
They come away with high marks where
they thought they had done badly. They receive low marks for subjects which they
t hought they understood and for which they
thought they were thoroughly prepared.
When a student's actual performance consistently seeins to have no relationship to
his sense of his own performance, he tends
to become discouraged because he can no
longer feel that he inhabits a rational world
of cause and effect: i.e., the harder he
works, the better he does - but rather a
shadowy, magical world of chance and fate.
The beneficial effect of such a general
exam critique would be incalculable. It would
establish the school in the eyes of the stu-

dents as an institution that cares about
them and wishes to help them succeed. As
students improve their pe1formances on
exams, their increasing self-confidence will
raise the morale of the entire school.
Critique Aids Bar
Such a system of general exam critiques
over the three or four years of law school
would also have a dramatic effect on our
bar exam results, and we all 1·ealize how important bar results are to the image of a
law school.
Critique Aids Faculty
The il'l'eplaceable learning experience afforded the student by the opportunity to go
o,'er his test pape1·s with his professors is
the most important reason for instituting
a general exam critique. But there is an~
other reason that students s houlcl be allowed to look over their papers: 1\Iarking
between 250 and 300 papers in a two to
three week time span is a hideous task. It
must be unspeakably boring for a professor
to read what amounts to an unending set
of variations on a theme, especially when
some of the variations are so warped and
inadequate that the theme becomes completely submerged and unl'ecognizable.
What if a professor tells himself that he
will mark fiYe more papers before dinner,
and vours is the fifteenth, picked up just
as the smell of a sizzling steak is wafted
to his wea1·y nostrils? What if a professor
has a headache or a cold? What if he has
had a lousy day and is in a tenible mood?
,Yhat if he has added incorrectly? The
point is that while professors do try very
hard to be fair-minded and objective, they
are human and human beings c~n make mistakes.
Professors should have an opportunity to
correct their mistakes, even as students
should have an opportunity to learn from
their mistakes. Again, the good effect on
the morale of the school ·would be great
when students see that their professors are
both secure enough as scholars of the law
and big enough as human beings to acknowledge and rectify any mistakes they might
have made.
Critique is Feasible
EQUITAS does not believe that instituting the critique will impose an intole1·able
burden on the law school faculty. Full-time
professors teach eight hours a week. Most
will have three sets of papers to mark. Some
will have fom·. Full professors also have office hours for five hom·s per week. Assum·
ing a class of 120 and assuming an average
of ten minutes per paper, it would take a
professor a maximum of 20 hours to get
through a set of papers. Actually, the time
spent will probably be less as not every student will take advantage of the opportunity
to have a critique of his exams. Also, some
professors teach an elective as their third
course where enrollment is generally considerably less than 100.
Because it is an invaluable learning tool
- the most important reason - and because it promotes an atmosphere of trust
and openness and mutual respect, EQUITAS
urges that a general exam critique be instituted by each faculty member and that
starting this term exam papers be made
available to all interested students fo1· the
purposes of inspection and criticism, such
inspection to take place by appointment
during the cou1·se of the subsequent term.

EXCLUSIVE EQUITAS INTE1

Professor Cyril M.
Abortion, Impoun
By ALAN ~CHWARTZ
Prof. Cyril C. Means, Jr. is a
natio1uilly-k1iou·n Coustitutioiwl
authority, whose legal research
icas quoted sei:ni times by the
i:nited States S11ptemc Court in
its recent landmark ruling on
ab<»-tiou. In this EQ"L'ITAS fateniew, P1·of. ,ll1mns discusses
several contempotary issues of

Constitutiomtl import.
Q. What l<aS your basic reaction to the abortion ruling, and
how would you evaluate recent
suggestions to amend the Constitution to bring the fetus within
the pale of its protection?
A. Before the decision, I was
predicting that we would win the
case, but I was predlciing a mugin of victory of something like
5-4 or 6-3. In my wildest dreaDlS
I didn't think it would be 7-2. I
was also predicting that the Court
would lay dO"\\'Tl a diYiding line,
up to which the Constitutional
right to an abortion would be affirmed, and beyond which it would
be subject to proh.ibitol'y action
by the states. But the Court laid
down two dh-iding lines. so that
the period of gestation is now divided, like Gaul, into three parts
- the fil'st trimester, then to the
onset of viability, then to the end
of pregnancy. It has applied different rules to "ach of these th1·ee
periods. The decision is more subtle and closely reasoned than I'd
anticipated, but does 1·eflect the
tremendous knowledge of medicine and medical jurisprudel1Ce
of l\fr. Justice Blackrmm, the
author of the decision, who was
for many years general counsel
to the .'.\Iayo Clink and served
on its Board of Trustees - as
did Chief Justice Burger - and
who has had great EL'\.--posure to
docto1-s and their legal problems
ove1· the years. Of course, I was
delighted with the opi11ion.
Concerning the second part of
the question, the Com:t's decision
is final as to the present Constitution. But the Constituti-on has
been amended three times fo1• the

specific purpose of overcoming
decisions of the Supreme Cotn·t
wllich the people of lhe time did
not like. Fil-st, the Eleventh
Amendment overcame a decision
holding that a state could be sued
by a citizen of another state in a
federal court. The Amendment
undid that. The second time was
when the Fourteenth Amendment
was passed after the Civil War
specifically to overrule the Dred
Scott decision. The third time was
early in this century, with the Income Tax Amendment, the SL'{teenth. Now, I do not believe that
the people who al'e sponsoring
the pro-fetal amendments have
come to a consensus as to what
the te..,ct; should be, so ,ve'll have
to see what they agree on and
then that doubtless will be pushed
by all of them. As to the practical possibility of getting it
through, I think they have some
rather steep hills to climb. First,
Congress has to propose the
amendment, and then they need
the ratification of three-fourths
of the state legislatures. I don't
believe they're going to muster
anything Uke that amount of support, but I think that the Roman
Catholic Church is so angry about
thls decision and so determined
to do all it can to reverse it that
there will be a tremendous ex-

penditure of funds over a long
period of years to advance such
a movement.
Q. Is the Burger reh-eating
from positions established by the
Wal't'en Court?
A. I thfak it's undeniable that
there is some movement away
from the
high-water marks
reached by the Warren Court. I
don't think that tl1e amount of
retrenchment is very considetable, but if its mood pl'evails
for some time there can be progressive erosion. In court decisions, as in politics generally,
one notices a kind of pendulum
effect - movement all in one direction for a numbe1· of years,
then in the other direction, never
coming to dead center - so I
suppose it was to be anticipated.
Obviously, the hold-overs from
the Warren Court aren't getting
any younger, and as they a1·e 1·eplaced, the diffe1·ence may be
more marked.
In specific areas, the Court has
actually moved further forward,
as, for example, on the ahortion
decision. On the other hand, a
lot depends on the way cases are
argued befor~ the Supreme Com:t.
I've seen many, and the argument
and the brief that may haYe gone
well in the hey-da~• of the Warren Comt is just not going to
convince people like Bmge1·,
Dlackmun, Powell. and certainly
Rehnquist. So it's a new ball
game, but if you look at it 0Ye1·
a long period of time, the Supreme Court Jias often swung
backward and forwa1·d on issues.
Because the Court has such
Draconian control over its docket,
t!U'ough the certiorari device,
usually the onlr cases that get
to the Court for a decision on
the merits are those where the
issues are very elosely balanced.
That is why so many Supreme
Court decisions in modern times
reflect a split among the Justices.
So when you have any shift in
this delicate balance, it's obviously
going to register quite sensitively
in the decisions. But I th.ink the
Coui-1: has made a conscious effort not to make a sharp break
with the past. Also, things change
as time goes on, and those issues
which were the burning ones during the W ar1·en era tend to be
replaced b;r issues of mo1·e current concern. We in the legal profession are perhaps the longestmemoried segment of American
society - we think in historical
terms. But the American people
are exceptionally short-memoried.
The kinds of problems people
bring into the Cou1·t change
radically from one decade to the
next.
Q. In the recent case of WILLIAMS v. FLORID.A, the Court
upheld the Com;titutionality of
non-unanimous jur y verdicts in
non-capital cases. Might this not
obviate the concept of "reasonable doubt?" That is, if ten out
of twelve jm·ors start out by voting "not guilty" there might be
no reason to continue deliberation.
A. There certainly is that danger, but I think that in those jurisdictions which have this ma~
jority-verdict rule, judges will
very- likely say that if the first
vote is, say, 10-2, they don't want
discussion just to stop there. This
is the first time this problem has
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ans Speaks Out Concerning
ded Funds and a Free Press
had to be faced. but I think you
,dll find evolving now in states
which pe11nit this. an instruction
that if a minodty feels th<>re has
not been sufficient discussion, the
majority should permit fop discussion to go on. Of course, the1·e
is nothfog in the Supreme Court's
decision saying that there have to
be such instructions, but I simply
can't visualize, in a complicated
case, a jury coming back after
five minutes and convicting the
defendant 10-2. l don't think
courts are going to permit that.
The unanimous jury rule goes
back to the time when they were
actual witnesses or compurgato1·s
[neigbb01·s of a defendant who
swore they believed him on his
oatli] whose oaths were strong
enough to exonerate you. So the
unanimity started when the jtll'y
was a very different kind of institution, and served a different
function.
A lot of sentiment has grown
up around the ju17, since it did
at onp time provide a historical
b1-ake upon the over-zealousness
and prosecuting tendencies of the

Executive, but it's rather inteJ·esting that today, some people who
have the most to fear from the
zeal of the Executive - like defendants in security cases during
the McCarthy era - often wah,e
the jury, preferring to be tried
by a judge, which means that
they were afraid that a jury
would be more prejudiced against
them than a judge would be. Consequently, I'm not at all certain
that some of the rhetoric traditionally clustered around the institution of tbe jury is really as
true as it once was. I can visualize myself, if I were counsel for
certain types of defendants whose
views or conduct were highly unpopular, adYising them strongly
t o waive a jury tiial, even one
requiring a unanimous verdict.
No,v, to the extent that capital
punishment is no longer a likely
sentence, the prospect of the nonunanimous jury is not so frightening. In a way, wherever some
kind of major procedural change
is made in criminal law, there is
some kind of adjustment to it.
F or example, the abolition of the
death penalty in tbe early nineteenth century for all but the
most serious cases, whereas earlier it had been used in hundreds
of crimes, led to a major liberalization of court rules restrictive
of the activities of the prosecution, because during the days

when you could be hanged for
stealing a loaf of bread, cout·ts
would bend over backwards to
put up all kinds of procedural
barrie1·s befo1·e the prosecution
could convict you. But once capital punishment was ro longer in
the cards, then the courts began
to adjust by saying, "Well, let's
apply a rule of reason here."
Then there was a swing away
from that in this century. I think
that if a large number of states
adopt this non-unanimous jury
rule, there will be a tendency on
the part of the judiciary of those
states to tighten up a bit on the
burden of proof required of the
prosecution.
I have some trouble with the
decision, because, although we
have preYious decisions requiring
unanimous verdicts in federal
cases, still if the states can do
it [allow for non-unanimous ve1·dicts) then perhaps Congress
can, too. But I do not think it
will seriously compromise the administl'ation of justice.
Q. What Constitut ional hisues
are raised by President Nixon's

i mpounclment of Congressionallya ppropriated funds?
A. I haven't sudied this matter
as closely as I'd like to in order
to make intelligent noises about
it, but what I understand the
Pl·esident to be doing here has
not been attempted by any p1·evious President. The funds :involved here are funds the appropriation of which has already
been enacted into laws which he
has signed himself, or which were
passed over his veto. My interp1·etation of his oath is that he
is Constitutionally bound to enforce the laws faithfully as passed, whether he appr oves of them
or not, and consequently, if he refuses to spend money that Congress has directed be spent, he
has committed an offense of the
type for which he could be im•
peached. So that if Congress were
inclined to do so, it could - just
as in the case of President Andrew Johnson, it did - impeach
a President for refusing to obey
laws that had been passed over
his veto. Now, I don't think this
:is a practical remedy, and I have
to study the precedents which the
President has cited for his actions
to see if they are indeed the
same.
If those who are opposing him
a1·e trying to use the remedy of
mandamus, the question involves
whether the Pre1,ident's duty here

is ministerial or discretionary.
But the substantive question
might well be, ''Hasn't this wh-0le
thing been pre-empted. since what
you're accusing the President of
doing is actually a violation of
hls oath of office?"
The President's claim that he
has discretion, within his budget
responsibilities, to decide where
money will be spent, may amount
to an "item veto." Some governors have this autho1·ity, to go
through a budget line l1y line and
blue-pencil certain items and then
approve the whole act, subject
to the items stricken out. But the
United States Constitution does
not provide for such a device, and
I think the President has an uphill fight in getting this accepted
substantively by any Article III
court that says it has jurisdiction
to consider it.
Q. Is the free press in trouble
in this country?
A. Not so as I can notice it.
But a new problem has arisen
on the issue of newsmen's sources.
In-depth stories, based on assiduous investigative reporling,
have been done for some time,
and the _g-0vernment bas never
been asserting any right to investigate them. Xow the goYernment has suddenly got interested.
The Supreme Court has held that
there is no newsmen's prjYilege,
though many courts have been
saying that the government must
show some interest, if not a compelling one, that outweighs the
interest of a free press.
If reporters are in fact, intimidated, by enough of them being
imprisoned, it's going to radically
cl1ange the kind of journalism
that we've become used to, and
I think this is a very undesirable
result. The more I think about
this the more I \\"onder whether
any statute intended to cover
these situations would be adequate. Perhaps we have here
the ideal kind of thing for some
type of administrative 1,ody which
would probably have to pass on
these situations before they al'ise
- a governmental body with representatives of publishers, reporters, and pe1·haps tbe Attorney
General. What it ought to do is,
when a reporter decides he wants
to do such a sto1·y, he'd get im!munity from ,this body in advance!•
Now, of course, once the government knows what the project is,
they can tail him and find out his
sources that way, It's an extraordinarily difficult problem. If an
absolute privilege is adopted, I
think instances will arise where
courts will try to get around it.
But Earl Caldwell [a New York
Times reporter, in whose case the
Supreme Court refused to recognize a "newsmen's privilege"]
made the point that anything less
than absolute immunity would
dry up his sources among the
Black Panthers, and I'm sure this
is true.
Doing it on a case-by-case basis would invoh'e a judgment as
to whether each one should be
done. Who has made this judgment in the past? Initially, the
reporter, but ultimately, the publisher, so that the decision is his
simply because he is the owner
of the property. Now, this
wouldn't have disturbed me in
1789, when all you needed to
(Continued on Page 7)

WHAT ARE WE?
By CARMEN J. COGNETTA- -Its spring again and most
freshmen student leade1·s feel
they can change the ,vhole school
structure, most second year student leaders feel they might ba
able to get a better schedule fo1·
neJrt semeste1· and most third
year student leaders are in a
state o-f total frustration with the
idea of changing -.:-;-ew York Law
School.
With frustration comes an attempt to blame. In Equitas last
month Lorin DuckmaJJ wrote his
thesis on frustration and attempted to put much of the blame
on the students. I can agree only
in pa1t with Mr. Duckman. For
the same reason, I can not totally
agree with Rick Entin who expresses in a lette1· to the Editor
in this issue of Equitas tl1e view
that New York Law Scl1ool is virtually the "Harvard of Worth
Street." To be sure, Xew York
Law School is many things but
it is not what Rick Entin or Lorin
Duckman think it is. It is rather
a combination of both. Neither
view will do anything, e.xcept perhaps, point up the fact that both
the administration and the students a1·e to blame. A clear case
of comparative negligence.
We must then ask ourselves
what New York Law School is,
what onr problP.ms are and how
can we most practically come to
a solution to these problems.
Ow: graduates will nqt go on
to become Presidents or Supreme
C-0urt ,Justices - a few pe1·haps
but they will be a ratity. But
then again what does that really
mean? I am convincei-.1 that John
Kennedy would have become p1·e:c;.
ident of the C .S. even if hP. llad
attended l\"ew York Law ~chool,
Qui· graduates will go out and become the backbone of the legal
profession. The general practitioners, the local go,·ernment officials - state legislators, local
Supreme Court Justices. This is
w11at ~- Y,L.S. is. It is a median
law school with a small pi>rcentage of top students who will go
very !a1· and who will be able
hold theh· own in any law school
in the c o u n t r y with a remainder of students who ,vill become very good lawyers in a less
p1·estigious capacity. Not Cultui-al
Neanderthals but not Presidents

either. This is exact1y what we
are.
This is not a rationalization of
some of the un-lawyer like conduct and intelligence of the student body, nor is it a call for
mnilltaining the status quo. The
students are at fault to some degree and we should strive to l.'aise
our goals and aspirations, but to
make sure they a1·e realistic. Because N.Y.L .S. is a median law
sG)lool with this type of future
for its students, many students
are here strictly for the c1·edentials that the school provides.
Many are not interested in becom.
ing super intellectuals in the
-field of law, hut rather in obtaining the credentials to go back to
their community and become a
pl'Ofessional, a community leader,
a politico. Many can not affo1d
the luxury of deyoting all their
time to the study of law, many
must work during this period
leaving less time for school activities, 1ectuTes and independent studies.
This is exactly what ~.Y.L.S. is
- so let's not call ourselves Cultural Neanderthals 01· super intellectuals. But let us work -Crom
this solid base and improYe the
school.
I believe we can imp1·ove
~ .Y.L.S. by ,vo1·king on four major areas. They are The S.B.A.,
Administration (especialy the
Dean's JJOsition). an<l oUJ' oyerall
public image.. Of course all of
this requires an effort on hchalf
oI lhe general student body. One
person cannot run TlJe S.B..\. or
put out a student nc,vsp,1per.
E•:en more importar•t is the fact
that what ever ideas or solutions
;,re -proposed as remedies mnst
have the support of the students.
It must be a visible support. The
powers that he must feel the pressure of student support or they
will not act.
In the next issue of Equitas, I
will go into greater detail concernfog changes needed on the
areas listed above. Also, F.,quitas
will be conducting a school-wide
poll. All day students, in all sections will be polled so that we
can liave a very clea1· ideas as to
where the N. Y.L.S. student
stands. Results will be published
in next issue. Again your hoi1est
opinion and cooperation is needed.
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Buckman No!
but then I realized that the pe1·son who used the term ha1,pens
t-0 be our Student Government
President. Therefore, ii I'm a Cultu1·al Neanderthal, I wonder what
our leader is.
My serious concern however is
Lorin Duckman's attempt to refer to my legal education (and
his I as inferior. Let me ask him
inferior to what? I'm learning the
law. 'This summet· I'm going to
take the Florida Ear Exam. I'm
confident that with the tools
given me here these past three
years 1'11 pass that examiJ1ation.
The only long standing effect
that my education will have on
me is whether or not I choose
to use these basic tools, capitalizing on them, impro,ing them,
and maturing into a respected,
(as well as respectable) practitioner of the law.
The name of the game is education. This school, as well as
any other school is onl y as good
as the individual who graces its
halls. Whether the individual
chooses to make the most out of
law school. or of life, is up to
him himself.
I feel sorry for ~Ir. Duckmun if
he sincerely believes that this
school is turning him into a ''legal
automaton" based upon the
methods it employs in training u;;.
Granted, using the casebook
method and not going to outside
~ou1·ces might turn one into a
r, hot, merely able to recite that
which is prosn·ammed into it.
Howe,·cr, the1·e is not one clas.'l
that I've had since coming to this
school, that the. profes;;or hasn't
assig11ed more then just casebook
readin~s. We do have a library
wilh volum<'S upon volumes of
le~al texts, as well as several
Clinical Legal Education programs, both elective and e.'Ctracurricular, which are available to
the student ii he only asks. As
I see it. tlle casebook method is
only a small part of our legal
ex1,erience and it neve1· has been
and it never will be the only exLeiter to t he Editor:
po;;ure we have to the law.
This is in response to the last
1 must at this point question
S.B.A. President Column printed the meaning of }ir. Duckman's
in Volume IV numher 4, entitled term "scholastic also rans" in reCULTURAL NEA.."11DEFTII.ALS. ferring to the student body of
I first want to say that Mr. our school. Surely he doesn't mean
Duckman's "valid observations" "second rate students," since if
of this law school ro:e, in my hum. that w©:e lhe case, he, being
ble opinion, neither valid nor ob- a member of the student body, is
servations. Rather, I tend to be- also second rate.
lieve that they are biased slurs
Yes ?.Ir. Pre~ident, like -you, I
on the students and student intel- also want to graduate, but, I don't
ligence. Mr. Duckman feels that want to forget this place. It
our legal degree is based upon means too much to me. I entered
"forced attendance." Nobody forc- as a wide-eyed college graduate
es me to come to thls or any law and I'm leaving as a professional.
school. The choice is entirely New York Law School did that,
mine. Mr. Duckman, if compulsory not Columbia of :N.Y.U. but Xew
attend<1,Pce is required by the New York Law ~<-hoot.
York Court of Appeals, or even
"LET THE SCHOOL ADMIT
if it were entirely the decision ITS FAILURES." WHAT FAILof the school, I would not care. URES? SIIOW ".\IE! In another
I am here to learn the basic fun- two months I'll be a lawyer. If
damentals of law, and compulsory this is failure I'll take in everyattendance is a small price to pay day and twice on Sundays.
for the priviledge of learning the
In your article you state that
law.
that "your constituency enjoys
Mr. Duc'kman then points out being connected with a "wheel
in his article that he's sharing that doesn't turn." Is it possible
his education with a "group of l\fr. Student Body President that
C\lltural Neanderthals" who "co,\'- maybe you are m·ong and the
er to authority and ignore the whole world is right? I'm not
long ~tanding effect their IN- looking to rock the boat. In fact,
FERIOR (my emphasis) legal I rather enjoy the ride. I not only
education "ill have on them."
chose the boat, but I like the view
How does one answer the ac- it affords.
cusation of bein1r a Cultural NeanI have no doubt that when you
derthal? I'll admit that the phrase graduate you will forget the
caught me for a moment or two, school; you've said so yourself.
To the Editor :
Lorin Duckman's cri de coeur
was a shotgun blast into the
tightly packed target - everybody caught at least one pellet:
the students, the professors, the
adminish·ation, the alumni, and
the tru"tees, as well as the teaching met.hods of the school and thtbuilding itself. Perhaps the only
item which remained W1mentioned
was the self-contempt on the part
of students (for not having been
admitted to a better law school)
which easily translates itself into
contempt for the school which
has accepted them. !11r. Duckman
could also have pointed to the
varieties of vandalism, such as
stealing books from the library
or tearing pages out of reporters,
or smoking unde1· the No Smokit)g signs, or leaving behind after
each class several drums-worth
of trash and garbage for the
maintenance staff to clean up;
but I assume he knows that those
actfrities a1·e common to all law
schools, be they ivy-clad and carpeted buildings with pri\·ate desks
for students and comfortable
lounges or be they crowded downtown class1·oom buildfogs.
Without debating the degree of
truth in Mr. Duckman's assertions, I want to report that here
at New York Law School I see
many of my classmates workiug
hard, taking their subjects seriously, displaying interest in
many m·eas. and showing th~
snme ho11cs and fears about the
fuwre of the u-orlc! as do slndems
in otl1er law school,,. l have met
compassion, diligimce, and conscience, not to 1111.-ntion intelligence and responsibility; I ha,e
found professors Lrying to teach
concepts of law to large classes
unde1· adve1·se conditions ( rou
can't blame the professors for
the shape of the classroom or the
racket from local construction l
and generous with their time after class.
Cecilia F. Rosenherg

Bnt remember, )lr. Duckmsn. re- a broad spectrum of ideas, in adgardless of how you feel about dition to their own. Uy making
the quality 01· quantity of educa- the indiYidu:il license holdPrs 1·etion, eve1·ytime you call yourself sponsible for what they b1·oad"attorney'' or " lawyer," it was cast, instead of allowing them to
this school, this school that you pass the buck to the networks,
evidently despise, which made it and insisting they meet theil· repossible for you to use those
labels.
Thank you, ,ew York Law
School, thank you reconditioned
warehouse, thank you faculty, To the Editor:
Dean and Administration for givTo the common knowledge of
ing me the necessary tools that all students at New York L:rn·
,Yill enable me to become a good School, the Student Ba:r A!'sociapractitioner of the law. And, for tion is our student government
what it's worth. my diploma from consisting of day and evening
New York Law School will p1·oud
students each one representing
ly hang in my office, and in full twenty-five students. It is led by
a president elected by the student
view of my clients.
Rick E ntin body and a vice-president who
must be of U1e opposite division
(day-night) of the president.
These two officers, if the S.B.A.
is to succeed, must become leadTo the Editor:
ers of their respective divisions
I would like to congratulate and provide the drh·e and initiayour SBA President, Mr. Lorin
tive to get tlte S.B.A. in action.
Duckman for his well w-ritten
This year, our president is Loarticle. It is a literary achieverin Duckman and the vice presment, a fine socinl commentary.
ident is Barry Gersten. Gersten
It is always notewo1thy when did not run for vice p1·esident
an SBA President takes the time but in finishing second to Duckto look deeply into the atmosphere man in the presidential election
of his Law School and then has and being from the opposite dithe ability to so clearly and di- vision, he became yfoe president.
rectly relate his feelings to those Herein lies a great weakness in
who elected him to the highest the system exP.mplified this year
office in the Student Bar. The by Gersten. He showed up for
importance is not the criticism one S.B.A. meeti.J1g last ?\lay and
itself but the sensitivity and per- has not aLtended one of the.
ception of his article.
monthly meeting-s since. His nam.?
Student Bai· President;, seldom- appearFd on the Dean's list of
ly are ,;o attuned to the ,;chool most favored students whose conenvironment, bis friends and his tinued absence from clai;s broup;ht
colleagues, tliat they arc ab1e to th<>m that hon01·. lt is cl1Juhtful
write an article as JTr. Ducknmn that his abseuc<> pcriniU,,d him to
has done. That in it~elf ma'kes pro, ide eith~r leaders11iJ> or tC'Mi·. Duckmnn's nrticle an im- presentation to the ew'ning clh-iportant piece of journalism.
sion. One cannot lJlame Darry
alone, he ran fo1 • the presidency,
Howard J. !Cane
lost and was awarded •yith the
Delegate to the
ABA House of Delegates second spot wl1ich he <lit! not
really want.
Dackman. on the other l1and,
has not missed an S.B.A. meeting, but he too is responsible for
its demise. From the first meetTo tlte Editor:
ing last May and e,·er since. the
In your March 7th editorial "A major topic of discussion at the
Free Press" Equitas joined in the meetings has been the clfabanding
misguided attack on the Nixon of the S.B.A. This suggestion and
Ad.ministration now popular in the initiative behind the movesome media and political cil-cles. ment was made by Duclanan. One
The Fil-st Amendment does indeed can only wonder why he ran for
protect a free press, and such a the presidency if he felt the
press is indeed vital to a dem- S.B.A. could not work and wanted
ocracy. HoweYer, such freedom to see it disbanded. This was the
does not place the p1·ess in a pri- only initiative he 11as proYided to
vileged position, immune to the the S.B.A. aJ1 year. Ts it any wonsort of criticism it so freely dis- der therefore that nothing of subpenses on others. The First i.tance has been done by tl1e
Amendment also protects the S.B.A. or is it likely that anyright of freedom of speech, even thing will be done?
when exercised by Vice-Presidents
Some members of the S.B.A.
and White House aides to com- have attempted to do things hut
ment upon bias or inaccu1·acy in these things have for the mo,;t
the press. The speed with which part been H1warted by the Dean
the media attempts to hide behind and Iaeull.y. Tony Be1·gammo,
a First Amendment smokescreen 3rd year day section B attemnted
crying "censorship" would appear to set up a clinical program for
a plea of nolo contendere to its New Jersey students but was told
critic's charges, from a media by the Dean that the New Jersey
which would be hard p1·essed to students were nothing but troudemonstrate a time or place when ble. This conclusion was hasP.d on
its freedom was gi·eater than it the fact that the 60 N.J. 3rd yea1·
now is.
day students forced the !'chool to
If Equitas is truly concerned hi.re anothe1· professor to teach
with protecting and expanding them N. J . Practice rather
freedom of speech, it would do than join the 10 night stuwell to support the "Whitehead" dents when they
t with
proposals concerning broadcast Professor Gladstone in the evelicensing. What the media ap- ning. I, as chairman of the
pears to have forgotten is that S.B.A. scheduling committee. met
the air waves are not their pri- with representatives of all clasvate property, but belong to ALL ses, day and evenini:r, and drew
the people, and that they have a up a schedule of classes for this
duty. both le~al and morn], to semester and submitted it to the
provide access to the airwaves to Dean. I heard nothing more of

sponsibilities to their communiti.?s, the Nixon-Whitehead proposals a1·e atempting to inslll"e
the free flow of a wide spl'.ctrum
of divergent views, so vital lo a
free and informed peor,lr.
Ste,·en H. Rchlei;inger

SBA Assailed

Buckman Si!

Nixon O.K.

m,,.

thls schedule until we were all
presented with the official school
schedule which seemed to go out
of the way to make it next to impossible for students to :;et a day
off e\·er, when they had taken
courses during the stunmer to
make this possible. If the dean
had any respect fo1· the S.B.A.
or lhe students, my committee
would l1ave been info11ned oi the
unacceptability of our schedule
and the reasons for its rejection
and permitted to rework it keeping in mind student 1·equests and
the Dean's guidelines.
One might ask what good a
strong S.B.A. would haYe been in
these instances since the Administration paid no attenlion to these
individual members of the S.B.A.
who did their job? It is my contention that with proper leadership and with suppo1t frnm the
rest of the students thf" S.B~.\.
could become a power to contend
with. . \s it stand;;, the government exists in name only, a!ld as
long as this continues the Dean
and the Faculty can continue to
run the school as they see fit with
mter disk~ard of the students.
A school ::;hould be nm to teach
the students and permit tbf"1•1 to
l~arn. Thl.i "Choo! is run f,H the
con,enicnc-0 of •b., faculty without rega1·d lo whnt might be 1icst
for the stud,·nt':! and with no consideration to student Sll'{it"'-tions.
The situatio:i can br likened to
being in a jail from which w, are
parnled at the end of ench day's
classes. These are the problems
that the S.B.A. should address itself to. With J>wper leadership a.
certain amount of activism could
be initiated which, if properly
channelled, could at least get consideration of student demands.
The creation of a common hour,
re\·ision of the finals schedule,
spring vacation, and the hiring of
n placement dixector show that
changes can be made where the
demands are justified, but an un01·ganized and leaderless rabble
will achieve nothing and ·will be
individually intimidated into dtopping the !'ubject.
What, therefore, call be done to
improve the situation 01· is the
S.B.A. doomed to vote itself out
of existence? This yea1· 1.mdoubtedly cannot be salvaged, but if
anything at all is to be clone, the
actions must be taken this spring
or the Student Bar Association
will fade out of the picture. The
candidates fo1· office should l;)e
ca1·efully considered, listened to
and spoken to. The students must
be prepared to give those people
they elect full support and not e...:pect overnight miracles barring a
student revolution. The S.B.A.
constitution must be completely
overhauled, changing election
rules and making it easier to rid
itself of deadwood. Such a provision this year might have led
to the selection of a whole new
body of officers. The offices themselves should be streamlined eliminating tl1e L.S.D. rep1·esentath-e as an officer and combining
Sec1·etary and Treasurer into one
office. But the most sweeping
(Continued on Page 8)
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Equitas Contest Announced;
Valuable Prizes Awarded
Can you name the course which the above pictw.-ed und_ergrad~ate
is taking? If so, you may be able to win one of the 3 uru.que prizes
Leing offered in the Equitas. Name_the Course. Contest.
All vou have to do is study the picture, then Jot down what course
he's attending and what professor you think is te~chin~ it. Deliv~r
~our answer to the 4th iloor Equitas office or drop 1t ofi m ow.· mailbox on the main floor.
p,_ lso indicate whether you feel the pictin:e was taken befor~ or after
the break. In case of ties, this question will be used to Judge the
winner.
The 1st prize winner ·will recei\·e an autogl'aphed copy of Professor
Joseph Koffler's classic work, "I w~s a. Teena~e To11:" publis~ed
by Classic Comics in 1987. The 2nd prize wmne1· will receive the or~ginnl autographed manuscript of Prof~ssor Cyr~l Means' doctonal
thesis entitled "The Ilistoric Case Against Abortion _on Dem~d for
men of Ages 16-42." Third prize will be P rofessor Silverma~ s book
- Ten .M inutes A Day to a Mo1·e Powerful Vocabulaw - mth forward by Dr. In\'in Corey and 1rloisha Pipik.
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ADA Reviews New Schwartz Book;
Calls It Invaluable Trial Aid

PROOF, PERSUASlOX, AXD
no sen-ice outside the academic
CROSS-EX,Uln;'ATION
womb?
P1-ofessor Schwartz bas outlined
By Professor
a "testimonial scale" within which
LOUIS E. SCHWARTZ
any conceivable question can be
ft624 pages. Executive Repo1·ts
categorized. K:nowledge of the
Corporation. Frice-i11sig,tifica.nt
scale is a pre1·equisite to a smooth
when compared to the value of
flowing, direct examination of
content.
your witness. The witness' know!.
Legal authors, mode1'!l or anedge, recollection, pe1·ception, accient, have a penchant for the
tion, state of mind and operations
theoretical, resulting in an inadof mind a1·e analytically arranged
vertent cu.re for insomnia benefitto encompass a myriad of pering the reader. Proof, Persuasion,
tinent questions. Dy structuring
and Cross-Examination has efthese six gene1·ic topics into third
fectively rebutted the presump- person interi·ogatives the book
tion that all legal te.'l:ts are remustrates how all proof can be
plete with intellectual sedation.
elicited on direct examination.
Professor Schwartz added his
Intenogatives 1.·elating to crosspe1-sonal e,--perience in the courts examination are outlined with
of our state, his unparalleled equal effect. The classification of
knowledge of trial techniques and topics is as follows: cross exa logical compilation of the pro- amination as to recollection,
cesses of reasoning. The result: knowledge, perception, actions,
a handbook of essentials for the opinions and state of mind retrial lawver. Having read the two specting credibility. Here again
volumes tho1·oughly, the trial law- Professor Schwartz attacks the
yer need only familia1·ize himself problem with precision. Any con~,1.th the facts of his case in or- ceivable question relative to the
der to excercise some e.~ertise c1·oss-examination of a witness
in the courtroom.
can be g1-ouped within the aforeHow does the fledgling attorney mentioned sections.
begin a trial when law school has
Tactical courtroom strategies
taught him the01-y and inane and based upon ca1·efully placed obsuperr1uous legalisms which do jections and arguments win cases
as readily as an artful presentation of the ba1·e :£acts.
"Pl·oof" extensively examines
objections by opposing counsel.
I t hi n k ,vhat Ellsberg did
Objections ru:e dissected to exis far less sel'ious that some
plain problems of form and law
of the government's charges
respectively.
would indicate. But Ellsberg
No evidence course is comis no hero to me. I think the
plete without a thorough sl.udy of
p-i.·oper course for someone in bis
the doctrine of "opening the door"
position would be to resign, as
on direct examination. The most
my friend Geo1·ge Ball did, when
carefully planned case can result
he apparently could no longe1·
in defeat if counsel is haphazard
lend his support to policies ·with
on his direct examination by callwhich he disagreed.
ing for hearsay testimony. OpposQ. If you were a physician and
ing counsel may intentionally althe Constitution your vatient,
low the question ,vithout objecwould you be confident about its
tion, thus opening the door for
health and its chances for s urcross-examination on the subject
vival?
of
the hearsay statements,
A. Oh, indeed yes. It's one of
even where irrelevant. Professor
the most durable thlngs. It often
Schwartz suggests when to obseems to me that man doesn't
ject for effect and wben not to
solve problems, but rather only
object in order to let the door
replaces one with another. Most
human problems are not suscept- remain open for impeachment on
cross-examination or more latible of quick solution, and can't
be isolated into neat, insular
packages. We seem to be always
one step behind the problem.
Also, we seem to feel that because we've found quick, pracA resolution opposing amnesty
tical solutions for technological or for draft-dodgers and deserters
scientific problems, that we can :from the military was unanimousdo the same for social problems, ly adopted by the Law School's
and it just doesn't seem to work Republican Club at its March
that way. But I feel that the Con- meeting. The resolution, written
stitution's capacity for adaptation by Club Vice President Steven
to changing situations is a con- Schlesinger, stated that "in view
stant inspiration.
of the actions of millions of

Means Discusses Abortion, Impounded Funds
(Continued from Page 5)
start a newspaper was a little
hand -press. Bnt the economics of
the newspaper business has resulted in a nist increase in the
number of one-uewspaper towns
in this counh-y, so that today,
there is considerable danger from
the monopoly of private owners.
If anti-trust pl'inciples were applied more ,·igorously to the
newspaper industry, we'd get
closer to the 1789 situation and
make for a free1· press. I sympathize with the idea of the
privilege, but I think there must
be a limit set somewhere, in principle.
Q. A r elated and also lllll'esolved issue i!'; that of government _c1assification _versus _the
public's right to informatiou and
disclosure. Would you comment
on this, and on the Ell.sberg case,
in which t his issue is centr al ?
A. Anybody who has ever
served in the government, as I
have - for foul' years in the
Navy during World War Il and
for four yea1·s in the State Depa1·tment after the War - \\·ell
knows :that unnecessacy classification is simply increQible. I
would say that even in my time,
the percentage of goventment
documents which were stamped
"classified" and should not have
been at all must bave been at
BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE LAW
SCROOL EXAMS
Knowfnsi how to write anoweni the way
Bor Exnminen, want to see them writ•
ten c~n make the critical di!terence.
.Aak the 62 New York Law Sehool
Senion, and unde1-gradu.atcs who got the
feel of lfi Bar Exam que,,tions during
our Fc:bruRt-y 1973 cliniCll, who cnn attend our June 1973 elinles without extra cluu·ge, under our Double R""iew

pion.
In the pa.at. many hundred ot N. Y.
L.S. graduates have been convinced tha t
what they !enmed at TBE KASS
PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS was
the deeiaive factor in -weir p..,..ing the

Bar Exam.

Si.,c successive Sundays, starting June
17', 1973, l to 4 P .M., in the Main Ballroom, Riw,rslde Plazq. Hotel, 268 W est
78tcl Street. N.Y.C. FEE SllO,
E ARLY ENROLLMENT lS
R ECOMMENDED
For !urtbel' Information, contact aa,ents
DICK JOHNSTON, Plt!L MONDELLO
or TO.M MILNE or KASS PROBLEM
A1'rALYSIS CLINICS, 27 Willinm St~eet,
.N.Y.C. (WH ~-2690)

least ninety percent. Ove1·-classification [i.e., assigning a higherthan-necessary grade of classification] is also a problem. And
with the government "backgro\ln<le-r" li.e.. s\.atemenni by officials
requiring
anonymity]
there is an e:i-.-pectation that some
classified information will be revealed. Obviously, this is going to
make some peo1>le feel fast and
loose with the sacredness of such
classification, and I can well understand Ellsbei·g's exasperation.
A large part of what he disclosed
did come out in other ways, including the government's own
leaks. In the end, the government
mar ma1te out a case against
Ellsberg on far na1Tower ground
than that on which it started out.

DiFalco Runs
(Continued from Page 3)
that particular borough and administered through the office of
the borough president. I support
that context wholeheartedly, Too
much powel' is invested in the
executive branches of ow· government, from the federal, to the
state to the local level. The mavor has amassed so much power
that the councilmen ca1mot be an
equal force. The city council can
be people's first line of defense.
Councilmen are legislators who
are closest to the communities and
they should be given the power
to deal effectively with the problems.
Bow can equitable solutions be
reached when over 90% of the
city counciJ is composed of DemOCl'ats? Why this unusual, if n ot
deliberate. uneven balance?
This reflects the overwhelming Democratic voter registration here in ?\'YC. The fact that
they belong to one major party
does not mean that they cannot
be responsive to their constituents. People are not parties.
The point is that an effective
P resident of the City Council
can see to it that at least a man
(Continued on Page 8)

itude with respect to disclosure.
For example, in a criminal pre_
trial hearing, it would behoove
the defense counsel to l'emain silent if the prosecutor asks the
police officer a question relating
to radio communications leadfog
to the arrest. By not raising an
objection, hearsay is permitted
and defense counsel has an open
doo1• through which he may inquil-e regarding elements of the
police communication. He may,
by eliciting this testimony, lay a
foundation for a subsequent motion to suppress any contraband
found in possession of the de•
fendant. Even where there is no
contraband involved, an astute
defense counsel will allow testimony of the aforementioned nature in 01·de1· to widen his scope
of disclosul'e on cross-exnmina..
tion and therefore increase his
latitude for impeachment pui••
poses.
Professor Schwartz educates
the readel' regardb1g the whys,
wherefores and hows of direct
and cross-examination. It is difficult to conceive of a problem
at trial that is not dh'ectly or in..
directly analyzed by tbe author.
It is now up to the reader to prac•
tice what he has been taught.
The simplicity of Professor
Schwartz's approach is the main..
stay of the book. However, it is
profound in its simplicity. The
reader is presented a clear and
pmgmatic procedure with whlcn
he can maneuver adroitly under
fire in the cou11;room.
Proof, Persuasion, and CrossExamination is not specifically a
te..,-t guiding the reader in the
trial of a civil case. It discusses
elements of both criminal and
civil trials dealing with a wide
nnge of civil actions and crimes,
It is sm·ely "a winning new approach in the courtroom;" one
which the aspiring t1·ial lawyer
and the dedicated practitioner
should become bound to know. Reviewed by Marvin Raskin,
class of 1972, presently serving
on the staff of the Bronx District
Attorney.

CiOP Club Nixes Amnesty

cases giving thei1· lives or su:f..
feri.ng long and cruel captivity, we
believe that the relative few who
refused to serve should not now
be permitted to return to our s~
ciety without accepting the res_ponsibi!ity fo1· and the consequences of their acts."
Noting that there was no pre..
cedent for granting blanket am•
nesty to "'artime deserte1·s in
American history, the 1·esolution
as was noted in the New York
went on to condemn the idea that
Law Journal, 1\1a1·ch 22, under the dese1'ters and draft-dodgers could
banlo:uptcy proceedings, Ancorp
engage in "selective obedience" to
has filed a petition to operate un- our laws, and urged that the cases
der Chapter 11.
of draft-dodgers and dese1ters "be
As for Mr. Inigo, it is business considered on an individual basis,
as usual at 23rd Street. With his in accordance with present laws
stand adorned with news clippings and procedures."
from various papers, including
OPPOSE WAGNER
Eq_uitas, Mr. Inigo is still seekIn other actions, the Club vot ed
ing signatures on a petition which to oppose the nomination of Ro-he intends to present to the bert Wagner as a Republican ean""
Governor. The news media didate for Mayor, and endorsed
notably Channel 18, on it's pro- Terry Dolan for College Repub•
gr am, " The 61st State," has de- lican National Chairman. Cluo
voted air time to the coverage of President John Sciacca announced
this sto1-y. Hopefully, in our next that Club elections and a party;
issue, we will be able to report on for Club members and new of..
the resolution of this conflict,
ficers would be held in early May.

Inigo Story Continues
By JIM PAGANO
In our last issue, we reported
on the story of Mr. William Inigo
and the five other news vendors
who are in danger of losing their
stands. I will now attempt to update this story and report on the
latest developments. As of that
article, the trial date was set for
February 26. But since that article, the attorney for the vendors,
Mr. Parkenton, requested and obtained a two week postponement,
until March 12. On that date, the
attorney for Ancorp, Mr. Kriesberg, consented to discovery and
as a result, another two week adjournment was granted. This puts
the trial date at March 26. Also,

Americans who served their coun..
try with honor and valo1·, in some
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Obs~enity Dilemma Explored

Violence The Real Obscenity; leave 'Throat' Alone
contented with reality. But put"Deep Throat" is a coarse and ting to one side Auden's rather
offensive film. It is es1>ecially of- bookish insight, even if it could
fensi,·e to women because it be proYed that the members of
is a particularly graphic mani- the audience were injuring themfestation of the nearly universal selves in some way, the1-e would
male fantasy that woman finds still be no reason to ban the
her greale:;t. iulfilhnent by sub- movie. John Stuart Mill reminded
mitting herself unquestioningly us many years ago that, "The
to the absolute control of man only purpose for which power can
and he1· greatest joy in unremit- be rightfully exercised over any
member of a civili;i;ed community
ting ser.-ice to him.
This same male fantasy ap- against his will is to prevent
pears, though. in a much elevated harm to others. His own good,
form, of course, in Pope Paul's either physical 01· moral is not
message to woman which held a sufficient wan·ent."
From what harm is our society
that true equality for women resided neither in political equality attempting to protect itself by
nor economic equality (both of New York Penal Law Section
which women were to be discout- 235.05 (1)? Has a connection beaged from seeking) uut resided in tween violent crime and pornothe home and in woman's joyful graphy ever been demonstrated?
acceptance of the tasks for which To the contrary, in Denmark,
she has been so uniquely fitted where a country with rational attitudes towards sex decided to reby nature.
It is not really odd that both move all restrictions pe1·taining
the Pope and ·w hat the court has to pornography, an already low
just told us is one of the d_irtier rate of sex c1·imes plummeted
movies e,·e1· made b1·ing ihe same evon lower.
o:C.fensh-e message lo women. For
No rapist or sexual deYiant has
''freedom through s1avelT," and ever said that he had been in"salvation through submission," spired by a movie. Contraw to
are the messages that men have the d1>fense "e"'1)ert" who testibeen c1el iverlng to women for fied that he would use "Deep
centuries.
Tiu-oat" as "classroom sex educa•
O.K., let's begin by admitting tional material," most people do
that ..Deep Throat" is a profound- not regm:d pornographic films as
ly dopey movie with no redeem- how-to-do-it manuals. The viewing anything; that those who er's experience is a self-contained
were its defense witnesses are not one. Like vil'tue, a pornog1·aphic
in the same elite band as those film is its own reward.
who dcfc.ndcd \J\ysses and Lady
'\1iolence, howe,·i?I'., js another
Cft,.. te.ler•~ Love1·; could not af- matter. A few years ago, the
firm, unless they were extraor- "heath murders" occurred in Engdinarily seif-delutled, that they land. This was a particularly
weni fighting for the advance- ghoulish series of crimes in which
ment of art.
children weJ·e killed, mutilated and
It must also be conceded that then buried on a heath. The murusing Roth-:\Iemoirs test for ob• derers admitted that they had
scenity, [(a) dominant theme ap- gotten several of their ideas from
peals to prurient interests, (b) of- motion pictures. Violent movies,
fends contempora1·)• community unlike po1nographic ones, are not
standards, (c) is utterly without self-contained experiences. Violent
redeeming socia1 significance] films are constantly being used
the pictm-e hits all bases square- as textbooks. Recently, a young
ly.
man said that he had gotten the
The question is: should the pic- idea fo1· his crime from T.V.
ture be closed by the courts just
Society really has more to fea1·
because it is a piece of garbage?
The question is: should Roth be from violence that it does from
the test for what is or is not ob- prurience. There is no evidence
scene, what is or is not to be pro- th.at the two a1·e intrinsically contected by tl1e Constitutional um- nected. "Deep 'l'hroal" as a matbrella? Is there really a clause in ter of fact, is singularly free from
the First Amendment which fol- violence, nor does it contain any
lows the w·ords "or of the press" sado-masochistic scenes. The only
and says "except for smut?" violent scenes in the film, which
The blue-noses claim there is. show dams bmsting and bombs
The question is: why are our exploding, are mere projections
"p1-urient interests" always sin- of the heroine's fantasies, symgled out as objects of particular bols of her idea of se>..-ual satisodium? Axe they so much more faction.
Since violence threatens everyterrible than our sadistic interests
end our interests in blood sports one's safety while prurience
merelr offends many people's
such as war?
Al'e we afraid of colTUpting sensibilities, and since wounded
our you11g and innocent? No. said sensibilities are not as ugly as
the court, we are not. '·(T)his wounded bodjes, it stands to reacase does not involve admission son that a "clear and present
to the theatre of minors . . . Nor danger" test might not be unis there eYidence that the film in reasonable here through the
some matmer has been foisted Court rejected it in Roth, and, if
upon an unwilling public or in- we concede that censorship can
dividual in violation of his right ever be an appl·opriate weapon
to privacy." People v. :Mature except in time of war, we ought
;Entel'prises, . . . . Misc. 2d . . . ; not hesitate to censor violent
films and T.V. dJ·amas.
N.Y.L.J. 3/2/73, col. 5.
Accordingly, both the definition
Presumably, only consenting
knowledgeable adults ente1·ed the of obscenity and the Roth test
theatre to see the picture in anti- should be rewritten, so that we
cipation of seeming precisely the may protect ourselves from phykiud of movie they did in fact see. sical harm ,vhich is objective,
Why shouldn't they be allowed to 1·ather moral harm which may be
watch it? Whom are they hurt- illusory. We should be told that
ing except, perhaps. themselves? material '.\'lll be deemed obscene
W.H. Auden once observed that if: (a) the dominant theme of the
the main trouble with porno- material taken as a whole apgraphy was that it made you dis- peals to society's interest in, not
By RE:NEE :5ACK.S

to say obsession with, violence terly without redeeming social ably also learn a thing or two
from Billy Graham.
and mayhem; (b) it is patently value.
It is curious to observe how
offensive because it affronts, not
contemporary community stan- many of our leading bluenoses in
dards which are shockingly lax matters prurient consider violence
on the subject of violence, but acceptable and even uplifting.
(Continued from Page 7)
the standards of people who have Norman Vincent Peale and Billy
taken the trouble to think about Graham both fulminate regularly gets consideration or that the bill
the horror of violence and what against "sin." Iloth were hawks in passes with a co-sponsor. I face
constitutes
an
unnecessarily the Viet Nam conflict. Both ave for the same problem in reverse in
violent description or representa- the death penalty - liberallr ad- the Assembly, but nevertheless a
tion, and (c) the mate1-ial is ut- 1ninistered. Graham wants to in- legislator must neve1· cop out by
troduce the further refinement of using his minority party as an
castration for rapists. "That'll excuse for his poor performance.
stop 'em pi-etty quick," said he
What is your view of the new
elegantly. That's obscenity! True councilmank districts which tend
(Continued from Page 6)
obscenity deals with violence, not to further alienate councilmen
change would be a realization in
sex. Sex becomes obscene only from theil- constituencies?
the S.B.A. of the actual formawhen it is mixed with \'iolence.
The new l'eapportionment is 1·idtion of the school. The day and
I once saw a cover on Life mag- iculous. It seems to me mol'e inthe evening divisions are really
azine which was obscene. It tellig·ent to keep councilmen
two separate schools with little
showed a beautiful little twelve within one contingency so at least
or no contact between them. Why
year old Vietnamese girl 1)eing they can rep1·esent a specific
then should ..,,-e be thrown together
fitted for an artificial leg by an constituency. Reapportionment is
into one government with conAmerican a1·roy doctor. (Her own made by the political par~· in
flicting and different Jntei-ests?
leg had been shot off.)
power and the one that is not in
Why must day students come in
power yells "you killed me" and
T.V.
is
obscene
because
it
has
at night to take exams? Would
it be so difficult to professors taught us to accept violence so the next time you try to "kill"
teaching the same co1.use both unpi'otestingly, sandwiched in them. Unfortunately it is ten
the day and night to write two neat two-minute time slabs be- yea1·s apart.
In an exclusive EQUITAS inexams assuming that law stu- tween the bread of a bad breath
ten·iew,
mayoral ltopeful Macommercial
and
Morris,
the
aundents could not be trusted not to
rio Biaggi stat<>d lte would
cheat and spill the beans? As I tie cat, deciding to eat his crunchsaid before, the school is run for ies after all. A parade, a human not give any special pai-ldng prithe convenience of the professors. interest story. a killing, a wa1·, \'ileges around the a1·ea of tht3
1\1ost professors might enjoy all a1·e given the same amount of law school as "he received none
reading cliffe1·ent exam pape1·s time and hence the same amount when in attendance." How do you
rather than all the same ones of weight by T .V. The country feel about this?
I don't get any special priYilbased on the same questions. Re- isn't one-tenth as exercised by
eges
either. I've been o'1er to
Watergate
as
it
was
by
a
single
cognition of the real sepal'ation
11th
Avenue
and my car has been
vicuna
coat
in
long
ago,
more
inof the day and evening divisions,
towed over there too. 1.Iy license
resulting in two separate govern- nocent days.
Television is killing our cal)- plate is not as v.-uu.able as 71enments n·ould also eliminnt<, the
aeity
for indignation, for judg- 1>le will tell you. I g~t t.iekots
problem of when to have meetand I get towed awar just like
ings which would be convenient ment. This too is obscene.
everyone else. I think that's the
Children's
going
to
bed
hungry
to all and therefore would be betis obscene. The condition of the way it should be.
ter attended.
Tltis is why the S.B.A. has Children's Courts is obscene and
Classifieds
failed and these are some of the the idea of protective custody for
Job Offer
ways to help it succeed. In the children is a wicked obscenity.
But Linda Lovelace and her
The Bei·gen Couuty, N.J.
end, thei-e is only one way the
ACLU would like law stuS.B.A. can succeed: just like any movie? Silly? Yes. Crude? Yes.
dents (eSJ)ecially those who
othe1· government it needs sup- Hopelessly old-fashioned; offenreside in Bergen) to join in
port. No matter who the pres- sive to women; yet, withall 1·ather
the fight for civil liberties.
ident is and ho,v much he tries romantic in its exposition of
to do, he can do nothing without the slavery-is-true-freedom-fo1·-a- Excellent opportunities to
help bring cases to trial. For
the support of bis electors, and woman motif? Yes, yes, yes. But
more
information contact
support must be more than ver- obscene? It's not even in the same
Michael Alpart, first year
bal. Apathy runs 1·ampant at class as the T.V. news on almost
NYLS. This is a commute1· school, any night of the week. Ms. Lodays, seat 16, or call 201791-2754.
we have no campus, no dorms or velace could obscenity lessons
student union, yet these p1-ob take from O.B.S. She could prob- l . - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
!ems can be overcome. Orientation should not be our first class
in Contracts or Torts, but an opportunity to organize the new
students, let them know what to
Understand all subjects, plays and novels faster!
e:,,.-pect, what to buy, what not to - Thousands of top;ics available within 48 hours of mailing.
buy and to get them interested in - Complete with bibliography and footnotes.
doing something about the con- - Lowest prices are GUARANTEED.
ditions in which they will study 3end $1.90 for our latest descriptive Mail-Order Catalogue with
Postage-Paid.
and learn for the next 3-4 years.
Second and third year students
Order Forms to:
should be willing to help the lower
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH GUIDE
classes. Contact between classes
1 N. 13th ST. BLDG. RM. 706. PHILA, PA. 19107.
is a beginning of the end of
HOTLINE (215) 563-3758.
apathy. Common hours should be
used for their original intent, to
allow contact between classes
through S.B.A. sponsored prog1·ams of speakers and meetings.
EQUITAS
Non-Profit Org.
If enough students are made aware
New York Law School
U.S. POSTAGE
of what actually happens, the
PAID
57 Worth Street
S.B.A. will have their support, inNew York, N.Y.
New
York,
New
Y~k
10013
Permit No. 9911,
te1·est and organization and can
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be an efficient and respected force
in the policy-making of the
school.
Jack S. Piermont
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..

Free Pregnancy Tests
Walk-in, non-profit, licensed.
Center for Reproductive and
Sexual Health.
(Women's Services)

242 E. 62 St.

758-7310

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..l

Law Libr ary DO-lO
'205 Condon Rall
Unlvatsity of Washington
$tattle, Wash. 98195

